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Abstract— The smart energy management system is the integration of electrical and information infrastructures. Here to improve the
power communication between generation, transmission, distribution and consumer we required advanced information technology based
Smart Energy Monitoring System (SEMS). Hence the advanced information technology needed fast and reliable communication protocol
i.e. Zigbee, Internet of Things (IoT) and GSM based Cloud Computing. These are the communication devices which are used to develop
the Smart Energy Monitoring System (SEMS). In future using smart energy monitoring system easily we can obtain the closed loop
communication for developing smart energy management system. This paper presents the development of Smart Energy Monitoring
system using Cloud Computing. The cloud computing techniques is helpful to monitor the data as well as store the data in cloud server
using two way communication protocol. Hence the proposed system provides the entire electrical information in real time as a live energy
report without any delay time.
Index Terms— Smart Energy Monitoring System (SEMS), Zigbee, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud Computing.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Electricity is the heart of the nation; to save the national
environmental we should save energy. Hence to save energy,
our energy system will get smart. Where as to implement the
smart energy monitoring system we required energy
monitoring process as in smart manner. Here tow way power
communication is one of the major tool for making all the
process as closed loop. In this paper we have analyzed
existing system of energy monitoring which is developed with
wireless technology and also discussed about our proposed
system of smart energy monitoring using GSM based Cloud
computing. The proposed concept consist two way
communication between metering infrastructure and the
consumer end, also we can obtain the Multiple energy
conservation live report in the computer or mobile screen, so
that the consumer can get awareness about their power
utilities and assessment charge.

2 EXISTING ENERGY MONITORING SYSTEMS
For implementation of smart energy monitoring system,
already so many wireless communication protocol were used
like Zigbee based smart energy monitoring system, IoT based
smart energy monitoring system and etc., But here the Zigbee
wireless communication protocol is used to obtain the energy
parameter with coverage area 10m to 100m and data
transferring speed just 250Kbps. Likewise IoT based Smart
Energy Monitoring System used to measure the electrical
parameters using wifi router with coverage are 100m based on
the wifi signal strength, so that the data transferring process to
be certain distance only also the data will be saved in the

HTML format. Once the consumer want to view the data they
have to access through IP Address of particular wifi modem .

2.1 Zigbee Based Energy Monitoring System
Here the energy monitoring system is developed by zigbee
communication protocol for home or office energy monitoring
purpose. The concept designed to obtain the real time
electrical parameters between digital meter and consumer end
as shown in the fig. 1. This wireless monitoring system easily
interfaces with our personal computer, laptop and mobile.
Hence the consumer can know about their power
consumption. Hence the implemented to stop unwanted
power consumption and consumer can reduce power
utilization by knowing electricity bill before the assessment.
As shown in the fig.1, consumer side receiver protocol and
distribution side transmitter protocol are plugged onto the
designed intelligent outlet module. Here the measured
electrical parameters are transmitted to the server using zigbee
wireless protocol [1], [2],[3]. The zigbee transceiver supports
ZigBee 2006-stack and compatible to IEEE 802.15.4 protocol.
Also the Zigbee prototype is 10m to 2Km.Compatibility with
the arrange like Wi-Fi, Ethernet and GPRS is great and giving
versatile systems administration arrangement makes it
reasonable to use for checking and controlling application.
Finally the computer (control server) displays monitoring
parameters, such as power consumption value, voltage,
current and frequency. The zigbee prototype connected with
Arduino uno, the Arduino uses to communicate energy meter
values to zigbee protocol by developing the coding in
embedded programming.
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Fig.1. Energy Monitoring System using Zigbee Protocol
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Fig.3. Energy monitoring system using Cloud Computing

2.2 IoT Based Energy Monitoring System
The internet of things is a network which is used to connect
the devices in wireless with proper embedded electronics tool,
sensors and software connectivity objects. This is the protocol
to exchange the data in two way communication by using IP
address in the system or mobile. In this protocol there is no
any network coverage limit.
IoT based energy monitoring system functional diagram
shown in Fig.2. The system allows the devices to sense and
control remotely using existing internet infrastructure. And
also develop the interfacing process between transmitter end
to receiver end. In addition to that it reduce human
participation for handling the process.
Now a day IoT is improved with advanced sensors with the
technology of cyber physical system. This will be
implemented with embedded computing system and also it
can be incorporate with internet infrastructure [4], [5], [6], [7].

In case of cloud based solutions, users are served by
information technology services available on the web. These
services are divided on the servers of the service providers
and the operational details of the services are hidden from the
user [8], [9], [10].
The computing power and the data storage capability of cloud
technology can be scalable according to the number of smart
meters and users connected to the system, and the required
computing resources of the management application. These
cloud-based systems can also ensure the cost-effective service
for millions of users.
The following main functions are required for cloud based
energy management service implementations: - collecting,
storing, displaying real-time data of the smart meters; ensuring adaptability of newly developed smart meters to the
system; - determining consumption and costs for different
periods; - near real-time energy management, and control of
energy using devices; - simple and rapid addition of smart
meters, users, built-in functions; - the manual remote control
of energy consumption devices; - safe and reliable realization
of the above functions.

3.1 System Implementation
To implement this proposed concept, the following functions
were developed: display consumption information of meters
and areas, communication interface between provider and
consumers and management interface of meters.

Fig.2. Energy monitoring system using IoT Protocol

3 PROPOSED ENERGY MONITORING SYSTEM USING
CLOUD COMPUTING
3.1 System Overview
This system developed to optimize energy usage, to achieve
continuous storage and procession of even more than ten
millions smart meter’s data, as well as serving millions of
users. The high safety-storage of such amount of data and the
large availability of service for numerous users can optimally
be ensured by the computing power and data storage
capability of cloud technologies.

Fig. 4. Smart Meter interfaced with Communication Gateway
(Hardware Setup)
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The application allows displaying the smart meter data of
consumption and cost. In addition to the consumption
information, it is also possible for consumers to communicate
with the service operators using the user interface, which
could have a great advantage in terms of providing quality
service.
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database server [20], [21], [22]. Due to this, cloud nodes don’t
need to run many virtual machines with more resource
requirements, because it is also sufficient to use the container
based technology only. In such cases Open VZ is typically
used in open source environments.

3.3 Software and communication
M-BUS, WM-BU: In the beginning of the 2000s, the 294th
Technical Committee of the European Committee for
Standardization was founded with the aim of the
standardization of communication systems and remote
reading of meters. The committee issues its standards with the
number EN-13757 [10], [12], [14], [15]. The EN-13757-3:2013
standard describes the use of the M-Bus application layer (ISO
OSI 7th layer). It is complemented by the possibility of
wireless communication EN-13757-4:2005 standard (wM-Bus).
The sample coding shown in the Fig.9 Communication Modes:
M-Bus communication has two modes. The first is the mode S,
that supports the continuous communication, and the second
is the mode T with sending short telegrams. Both of the modes
have one way and two way communication methods,
indicated with S1, T1 and S2, T2. On wired connection the
communication happening on two wire, and over same wires
can be powered the slaves. The two wire can be changed, and
for avoid the noise they are twisted usually. Over wireless
communication the free 868-870 MHz frequency range used,
of course encrypted [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].
3.4 System Output Result
Connection Possibilities: For the developed web application, it
is necessary to record incoming data in the database. To do
this, data coming through M-Bus protocol need to be
converted over the Ethernet network. During our research,
three different possibilities were examined. The simplest
solution is to use already existing converters called gateways.
There are more suppliers on the market.Levels of
communication: This system consists of four levels. On the
top, there is a server computer of data center (a node of the
cloud) that runs the web application. It is connected to a
switch through TCP/IP connection, which ensures the
connection to the router. The connection to the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) is ensured by one or more routers. The second
level covers devices that are also offers the communication to
the server. However, this connection can be made through
GSM/GPRS, DSL or modem connection as well, or even
through the traditional Ethernet connection. So these
implements make conversion between M-Bus/wM-Bus and
the systems ensuring Ethernet. Type of Cloud infrastructure: It
is possible to apply multiple solutions on the server side.
Typically, the cloud-based systems apply different
virtualization methodologies depending on the operating
system in which the cloud infrastructure is implemented, as
well the runtime environment, which is required by the used
application. In the present case, the service providers could
choose open source solutions easily, because most of the SaaS
based applications only require a web server and database
server can be achieved in Linux environment in a reliable
manner, for example Apache HTTP server and MySQL

Fig. 5. Developed Energy Monitoring Screen (web page)

Fig. 6. Month wise Energy Consumption Graph

Fig.7. Day wise Energy Consumption Graph
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4 ANALYSIS OF ENERGY MONITORING SYSTEM
When compare with existing system energy monitoring, the
Cloud Computing based Energy monitoring system is
providing fast and reliable communication between metering
end and consumer end. Hence the cloud computing protocol
gives the information to the server without any delay time. So
that the online report will be showing without a delay time.
This will be helpful to get better and smart communication in
energy management system in future. The Table.1 shows the
comparison of communication protocol.
TABLE 1.
Comparison of Communication Protocol
for Developing Smart Energy Monitoring System

Fig. 8. Live Energy Consumption Graph

Category

Development
Timeline
Channel
bandwidth
Coverage
Range
Data Transfer
Speed
Data Transfer
Speed
Output
possibility

ZigBee

IoT

Cloud
Computing

2004

1999

2006

2.4 GHz

5 GHz

10-100 GHz

300 feet

300 feet

Several Miles

250 kbps

2 Mbps

14Tbps

250 kbps

2 Mbps

14Tbps

Arduino _
Run

Private
HTML

Private Cloud

5 CONCLUSION
We propose in this paper an advanced technology that can
monitor the electrical information without any interval on the
Internet
In
addition,
an
embedded
system-based
communication gateway that can be interfaced with cloud and
set up easily made with domestic and commercial users.
Moreover, the exact power consumption information is stored
in a database server in the Cloud. Hence the stored
information will be send as a report to the energy
management system and the control command from the farend place, i.e., from the web server on the Internet, is first sent
to the gateway and then transmitted to the IPS modules
through the wireless communication protocol. So that the
remote control access can be achieved. With help of this
concept, we actively reduce standby power consumption and
the power outlet simultaneously through the communication
gateway. Also the consumer can now about their power
utilization before the monthly assessment. The proposed
Smart Energy Monitoring system using Cloud Computing
Technology will be used to implement the closed loop power
communication in order to develop the smart energy
management system in smart grid implementation

Fig.9. Programme Coding (Screenshot) for Communication Gateway
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